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Supreme Court refuses to stay
Centre's decision to include Jats in

North America Telugu Society (NATS)

OBC

has conducted a tournament for “NATS Cup

Kejriwal visits auto driver's house,

Cricket 2014 Orlando “in Orlando FL on Sunday

attacker apologizes

April 6th 2014 at University of Central Florida
Sports Grounds. This tournament has received
tremendous response from enthusiastic cricket

EC's order, West Bengal Govt.
removes 7 officials

fans from all over Orlando. Eighteen teams

CBI names former AP Home Minister

have participated in this tournament and put a

Sabita Indra Reddy accused in OMC

spectacular show of cricket.

case

The teams were divided into two groups Group
A and Group B and competed in the leagues followed by two Semi Finals, a third place and a Grand Final.

Modi is being projected as magician
: Sonia Gandhi
More

The severe heat of Sun didn't disturb the spirit of the game; the players showed great patience and stayed
all day along to play the games. NATS Executive committee representative Sai Yerrapragada welcomed the
teams and the guest of the event Indrasen Kasireddy of Southern Realty Enterprises officially opened the
tournament by playing a couple of balls bowled by Prasad Kasi.
Each team played with some nail biting finishes and showing good sportsmanship and spirit of cricket. After
challenging league matches, UCF Eagles, Sachindians, UCF Nightmares and Lake Nona Lions reached
semifinals. First Semi Final match played between UCF Eagles and Sachindians was a very close game
and Sachindians won the game. Second Semi Final match played between UCF Nightmares and Lake Nona
Lions was put up by some spectacular massive sixes and fours and Sachindians won the game. The grand
final was fought between UCF Nightmares and Sachindians in which UCF Nightmares emerged as victorious.
The players also competed for Best Batsman and Best Bowler awards Rajesh from Sachindians team won
the Best Batsman award and Melon John from UCF Nightmares team won the Best Bowler award.
Sai Yerrapragada explained the services that NATS is doing across the globe and thanked the umpires and
the volunteers who have dedicated themselves to provide an excellent service to the tournament. He also
thanked the sponsors and players for successfully conducting the event.
Local Telugu community leaders Dr. Santharam Nallamshetty and Srinivasarao Katakam were kind enough
to grace the occasion and awarded the trophies to the players and the umpires.
NATS Cup Cricket 2014 Winner and Runner up Trophies, Individual trophies for the finalists also Best
Batsman, Best Bowler trophies and plaques for the umpires are sponsored by Dr. Vasudev Nalipireddy of
Melbourne FL.
NATS applauded the services of Satya Mantena who coordinated this every by putting tremendous effort
and also thanked Prasad Kasi, Manmohan Puliyala and Rajesh Kesineni for their continuous support.
View Event Gallery
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